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OUR WORK
POW HELPS PASSIONATE OUTDOOR PEOPLE
PROTECT THE PLACES AND LIFESTYLES WE LOVE
FROM CLIMATE CHANGE.

Protect Our Winters was founded in 2007 by professional
snowboarder Jeremy Jones and is present in Europe since
2013. We are a community of athletes, scientists, creatives
and business leaders advancing non-partisan policies
that protect our world today and for future generations.
Our goal? Achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. To get there, we
believe the world must embrace renewable energy, low carbon
mobility and a just price on carbon. Fortunately, the outdoor
community knows a thing or two about achieving goals.
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A WORD FROM THE TEAM
2021 was full of tough terrain to cross, in turbulent weather. The pandemic
continued to batter parts of the outdoor industry hard while, across the continent,
the struggle was on to make sure Europe’s world leading climate ambition was not
eroded by the (fossil fuel) elements. But POW Europe equipped itself better than
ever and forged ahead confidently, getting the voice of the outdoor community
heard above the turmoil and setting some major markers along the way.
Our superpower is POW’s Athletes, Brand, Creative and Science Alliances, whose
passion, influence and platforms give them an incredible opportunity to inspire,
engage and mobilise the wider community. Across Europe, POW athletes now
number more than 150, with a massive combined reach. Supported by their ‘home’
POW chapters, they humbled us with some incredibly inspiring projects in 2021,
like Gaetan Gaudissard’s Conscience film, produced by POW France. To support
and empower them even more to embrace ‘imperfect advocacy’, POW Europe ran
a series of POWer Hour training sessions. Based on their success, we’re planning
more, as well as extending the opportunity to brand partners.
At the same time, we have seen a growing recognition and appreciation of POW’s
strengthened presence and impact in Europe, and a number of major outdoor
brands step up their support of POW, from Icebug to Blue Tomato. The outdoor
industry is huge in Europe and it’s so important that we raise our voice collectively.
We have some big plans for action underway, so watch this space.
Overall, a big focus of our efforts this past year was to give all our community
meaningful opportunities to engage in climate policy advocacy, especially
in a year when so much important climate legislation was being written. POW
Switzerland waged an impressive, high-profile campaign for a ‘yes’ vote in the
Swiss referendum on strengthening the country’s CO2 laws. POW Austria rallied
hundreds of the country’s biggest outdoor brands to sign an open letter to the
Austrian government calling for more climate ambition. And POW UK ensured
our voices were heard at the biggest climate event of the year, the COP26 climate
summit in Glasgow. To mention just a few.
At the European level, our Divest the Dirt campaign gave people an easy tool
to press their local councils (in the UK) and their banks to divest their fossil fuel
investments, and triggered real responses, including from more than 30 major
European banks. And we combined forces with Climate Action Network Europe
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to continue to press for the strongest possible EU climate legislation. Invitations
to join a roundtable discussion organised by the French Ministry of Sport and our
friends at Surfrider Foundation Europe and to speak at the European Parliament
in Strasbourg demonstrate that POW Europe has proven to be a force to be
reckoned with on the European policy advocacy scene.
Now, as this report goes to press, we are already well into 2022 and a deadly
heatwave summer that has brought home the immediacy of the climate crisis
more than ever to many in Europe. The invasion of Ukraine has added severe
energy security issues on top of horrendous human suffering and unnecessary
destruction. The urgency is extreme, the solutions are there, and the pressure on
leaders is mounting.
Together, our 60 million strong community of passionate outdoor enthusiasts,
athletes, brands and partners will not let up, speaking up for the outdoors, and a
liveable future for all. The terrain may be rough and strewn with big boulders, but
we know how to take on big challenges.
See you out there,
POW Europe Team
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POW EUROPE NATIONAL
CHAPTERS
Austria
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

POW ACROSS
EUROPE
Our nine national chapters, coming together in one cohesive and coordinated
network, are what gives POW in Europe the power and dynamism that European
policymakers, partners and other stakeholders are increasingly taking notice of.
Each of our chapters has grown this past year – in size, in energy and in our
determination to work together to protect the places and lifestyles we love from
climate change.

Our combined outreach:
10+ National campaigns, 2 European campaigns
Athlete alliance 152 ambassadors IG reach of 3.8 million +36%
Instagram reach 59K +20% *
Facebook reach 35K +8% *
Newsletter reach 12k+
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THEORY OF CHANGE

OUR THEORY OF CHANGE RELIES ON 3 PILLARS:
CULTURAL CHANGE, POLITICAL WILL, TECHNOLOGY AND FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Our theory of change reminds us that we need all three to come together to
stabilise the climate and protect the places, people and lifestyles we love.
That's why you will see, as we review our work last year in these pages, that it is
invariably focused on one or more of these drivers – and sometimes all three at
the same time.
Pushing on the policy side is always going to be a priority for POW Europe, since
so much climate and environmental policy in Europe emanates from the EU. But
part of our strength – and what helps open doors for us in Brussels – is you,
our POW community of passionate outdoor people, leading and inspiring the
cultural change we need, and demanding the renewable energy, clean transport,
healthy agriculture and carbon positive building technologies that can make all
the difference.
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POLITICAL WILL

COP26

CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES
COP26 – the 26th annual summit of the conference of the Parties –
took place in Glasgow from 31st October to 12th of November 2021.
Amidst a backdrop of the latest and clearest warnings on our climate breakdown
from the 2021 IPCC report and the ever-increasing pattern of extreme
weather events, decisions were made that affect the future of all our lives.
Protect Our Winters had people on the ground from the POW Europe and
POW UK teams both inside the blue delegate zone (where the official UN business
takes place) and in the multitude of side events happening across the city.
POW UK achieved great exposure with 2 blue zone speaker slots; 1 at New
York Times Climate Hub and numerous fringe event panel and speaker events.
The event was an opportunity of POW to connect with the myriad of NGOs,
corporations and political figures in attendance as delegates in the conference
centre. And to join with the 100s of NGOs and over 100 thousand people
marching on the streets during the Global Day of Action for Climate Justice.
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POLITICAL WILL

THEY SAY THEY DON'T SEE THE
REPORT

With just a few clicks POW France made it easy for people to share the latest
IPCC report with their elected representatives in the French Senate and National
Assembly. Giving the decision makers no excuse not to act.

Social Media 108K
Website visits 1000+
Emails sent 15K+

#65 BY
2030
POW Austria launched an open letter calling on the outdoor industry to support
a stronger Austrian climate protection law with ambitious 2030 emission targets.
By the time they delivered it to Austria's Minister for Climate Action, Environment,
Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology, Leonore Gewessler, it contained more
than 300 signatures – including all the main players in the Austrian outdoor sector
like Fischer, Atomic, Scarpa, Burton, Blue Tomato, and Black Diamond. Proof that
there is strong interest in this industry for an ambitious climate law.
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POLITICAL WILL

STOP

THE ENERGY CHARTER TREATY
To tackle the climate crisis we need to keep fossil fuels in the ground. But
governments that phase out coal, end gas production, or stop oil pipelines can be
sued by corporations in private courts and be held liable for billions in damages.
The Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) makes this possible. We need all European
governments and the European Commission to pull out of this anti-climate treaty
and stop its expansion to even more countries. Early in 2021 POW Europe, joined
with WeMove.eu, Climate Action Network Europe and other organisations, and
shared a petition calling on the EU to pull out of the ECT. A year on, the little
known treaty is still a threat, but has at least now become a hot topic, with some
reforms agreed but a few European governments still threatening to withdraw
from the Treaty.

Total Signatures

1 027 447
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POLITICAL WILL

TIME TO MAKE
YOUR MARK
Social Media 15K reach
Newsletter 1500 reach

With both state and federal elections taking place in 2021, POW Germany ran a
campaign to urge the outdoor community to get out to vote. As the pandemic
was still limiting in-person events, POW got creative, inspiring people to use their
vote through newsletters, Instagram posts, athlete videos, blog posts and more.

SPORTS AND
THE EUROPEAN
GREEN EVOLUTION
Ramping up our impact by collaborating with other like-minded organisations has
been one of POW Europe's goals this year. So we were delighted when our friends
Surfrider Foundation Europe invited POW Europe Coordinator, Sören Ronge,
to join a high-level panel discussion alongside the French Sports Minister, IUCN
deputy director and the European Commission Directorate General for Education,
Youth, Sport and Culture.
POW Europe took a seat on the panel focussed on the challenges sport faces
when adapting to climate change.
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POLITICAL WILL

VOTE NOW
RIDE LATER
Early in 2021, POW Switzerland launched a major political campaign, mobilising
the Swiss outdoor community to vote 'yes' in a referendum for strengthening the
current Swiss CO2 laws. The campaign resonated far beyond its original target
group, reaching over 9 million people through social media, live events, athlete
actions, educational and inspirational films and traditional TV, radio and written
press.
Although, the 'no' vote narrowly prevailed, the high-profile campaign solidified
POW's position in Switzerland as a key voice in the political climate movement
and has created a strong base for future advocacy work.

Social Media 4.5 million+

#

#VoteNowRideLater shared 800+ times
Traditional media 9 million+
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CULTURAL CHANGE

ON THE BIG
SCREEN
Using film as a medium to communicate the beauty of outdoor places and the
need to protect them is something we love at POW, and 2021 saw some awesome
examples.

Produced by POW France and filmmaker Alexandre Chambet, Conscience is an
exploration of the daily life of professional skiers, through the reflections of Victor
Galuchot, Tony Lamiche, Liv Sansoz and Gaëtan Gaudissard. Top athletes who, at
some point in their career, have become aware of the impact of their profession
and who have decided to act to minimise that impact.
“Addressing the problem is already part of the solution”
Gaetan Gaudissard.
The crew used the internationally accredited Albert system to track, and where
possible reduce, the carbon emissions from the film's production. And, linking
with POW's drive for low carbon mobility, put a big emphasis on reducing the
impact of their travel requirements.
The 3,420 km travelled by train and 594 km by bicycle, saved 828 kg CO2
compared with using the car.
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CULTURAL CHANGE

TURNING
TRADITIONS ON
THEIR HEAD

SNOWLESS CHRISTMAS CAROLS
There are few images that sum up winter as
perfectly as a snow-covered Finnish landscape,
home of Father Christmas. POW Finland used this
traditional image to draw attention to the cultural
damage caused by unchecked climate change.
The campaign Snowless Christmas Carols offered
a sneak peek into future winters if climate change
can’t be stopped. It featured Finnish versions of
some of the world’s most popular snowy Christmas
carols rewritten as snowless versions and was
launched with a performance on the steps of the
Finnish parliament.
Featured on advertising boards across railway
stations and ski resorts, promoted by POW
Athlete Ambassadors, and picked up by the
traditional press, the combined media reach was
a staggering 89 million.
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TECHNOLOGY & FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

DIVEST THE DIRT
Social Media 600K+

TAKING ON THE HIGH
STREET BANKS FUNDING OF
THE FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY

Website visits 36K+
Banks responded 30

A main topic at COP26 was climate finance, with governments deciding on how to
leverage national funds and financial systems to affect the real economy and drive
the transition to a low carbon future.
But it isn’t just governments that can have an impact on the financial markets.
POW leveraged it’s global community; those who ski, hike, climb, ride bikes, or
just love our wild and natural places, and empowered them to use their money to
help finance a greener world. In this first global POW campaign POW US focused
on the financial portfolios of outdoor brands, POW Canada targeted Canada’s 5
largest banks, POW UK the pension pots of local councils, and POW Norway retail
banks’ financing of fossil fuel exploration in the Arctic Circle.
POW Europe (along with 7 European national POW chapters) took on the high
street/retail banks that drive the funding of the fossil fuel industry, giving our
community the tools to write to their banks CEOs and ask two big questions:
1. Is the way my money is invested compatible with the goal of achieving
net zero by 2050?
2. Can you confirm my money will not be used in the funding of new
fossil fuel extraction?
A key part of the campaign was our partnership with Bank Track and their Fossil
Banks No Thanks campaign, something that will continue into 2022. Our work
targeting the bank’s role in our climate crisis continues but phase 1 of this campaign
showed our community how they can act to shift the economy and forced 30
banks to respond to our communitie's concerns.
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TECHNOLOGY & FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

DIVEST THE DIRT
POW Norway activated Divest the Dirt locally to engage the Norwegian outdoor
community on climate finance and specifically Norwegian banks investing in Arctic
fossil fuels.
They held their first live events after corona with 5 climate nights throughout
Norway during COP26. Combining information on the campaign, news updates
on the events at COP26 and screenings of the POW France film "Conscience", the
Climate nights had over 200 attendees.
Well-known athletes including Kilian Jornet, Nikolai Schirmer and Marte
Kristoffersen helped fuel engagement by sharing the campaign on their channels,

Facebook reach 8K+
Instagram likes 700+
Emails sent to Bank CEOs 200+

POW NORWAY TOOK OUR
GLOBAL CAMPAIGN LOCAL
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A GROWING ORGANISATION

PROTECT OUR WINTERS
ITALY
For POW Italy, the youngest POW organisation, 2021 has been the first full
year of operations. With over 1,000 volunteer hours committed, the team has
accomplished a huge amount.

Launched official website
Grown Athletes Alliance to 20 athletes
Joined the Federation for Conservation and Environmental
Protection in South Tyrol
Started work on their first film project, "Solace"

POW SWEDEN'S
NEW AMBASSADORS

POW has always used the power of its athletes to reach out to the community,
drive action and inspire change. 2021 saw POW Sweden’s Athlete Alliance both
grow and get some great coverage for the organisation's aims in the traditional
media.
New ambassadors signed: Jesper Landmark, Erik Holmer, Magnus Graner, Sofie
Gidlund and Kajsa Silow.
Jesper Landmark and artist Ficky collaborated at the Åre Sessions music festival
bringing climate action conversation to a whole new audience.

ERE!
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EDUCATION AS A TOOL FOR
CHANGE

Education plays a key role in POW's fight against climate change, offering
opportunites for everyone from business leaders to athletes to everyday
outdoor enthusiasts get the knowledge they need to make a difference

CARBON LITERACY
Delivered by POW UK but available
across Europe. Carbon Literacy Training
is a UN acredited course design to get
individuals and organisations up to speed
on the science behind climate change,
the impact of their actions and comes
with concrete actions to make effective
changes.

THE POW-ER
HOUR
The POW-er Hour is our online
training programme for the
Athlete
Alliance,
covering
everything from climate science
to climate finance. The POWer Hour keeps our athletes
effective in their climate
advocacy and was delivered to
over 200 participants in 2021.

WHATS NEXT?
Our education programmes are constantly evolving and expanding, 2022 will see
two new projects:
The POW-er of Knowledge will provide online climate education from experts in
our Science Alliance to our entire European audience. Delivered by POW Austria
this will be one to watch out for.
Creating Athlete Advocates turns the POW-er Hour up to 11. A full day of workshops
covering everything from evidence based communication and social media best
practice, to public speaking and telling your climate story. Creating Athlete
Advocates will be available to the ambassador teams of our brand partners. Take
your pro-team to the next level of environmental advocacy with POW.
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POW IN THE PRESS
POW engages with the traditional media
on both a European and National level.
Increasing the reach of our campaigns
far beyond our own channels. POW is
fast becoming the go-to organisation for
the press to turn to on questions around
climate change and the outdoors.
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GET INVOLVED

EVERY BIG ADVENTURE STARTS SMALL.
SOLVING OUR CLIMATE CRISIS IS NO
DIFFERENT.
Want to keep up to date on the latest climate news
from around the world, as well as the actions POW are
taking in Europe? Then start your climate advocacy
journey with our newsletter.

DONATE HERE

SIGN UP HERE

Our advocacy relies on the support of people like
you. Donations and help fund our campaigns and
power our fight to protect the places you love from
climate change.

Or do you want to join our team? Email soeren@protectouwinters.eu for the latest
volunteering at POW Europe or in your national chapter.

LET'S GO SAVE THE WORLD TOGETHER!
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ATHLETE ALLIANCE
The Athlete Alliance consisting of 152 POW athletes (managed by our
national organizations) provides inspiration and outreach to our community
(the reach of our athlete ambassadors combined is 3.8 million followers).

Manu Mandl
Snowboarder
Freeride World Tour champion Manuela
Mandl is a professional snowboarder
and an outdoors advocate who isn’t
afraid to raise her opinion and take
action.
Manu is a POW Austria Athlete

Liv Sansoz
Climber
Multiple world champion rock climber
Liv Sansoz is all too aware of the
changes climate change is bringing to
her home mountains around Chamonix
Liv is a POW France Athlete

Nikolai Schirmer
Skier
Nikolai is a 26-year-old skier and
photographer from Tromsø known
for his self-edited ski films with an
alternative twist.
Nikolai is a POW Norway Athlete
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BRAND ALLIANCE
To achieve our goals, POW relies on the generous support of individuals,
corporate partners, resorts and foundations who share our vision.
POW Europe is a non-profit organisation under Austrian association
law. As such, we actively pursue grants and corporate contributions
to help fund our educational, activism and advocacy programmes.
There are numerous ways to partner with us. For more information please email:
dan@protectourwinters.eu.

BRAND PARTNERS

PRO-BONO PARTNERS

RTNERS !

LATEST PA
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OUR TEAM

European
Coordinator

Partnership
Manager

Project
Manager

Sören Ronge

Dan Yates

Erika Thunstedt

Vice President

President

Marita van Oldenborgh

Brita Staal

ADVISORY BOARD

Mat Schaer

Christopher Patsch

Rick Wheatley

Heidi Sevestre

Mario Molina

Thibault Liebenguth

Tom Wilson-North

EAM
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CHAPTER HEADS

United Kingdom

Switzerland

Sweden

Lauren MacCallum

Nicholas Bornstein

Fredrik Wetterholm

Norway

Italy

Germany

Charlott Sandor Johansen

Linda Schwarz

Maxmilian Isensee

France

Finland

Austria

Antoine Pin

Miikka Hast

Verena Stahl

EAM
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FINANCIALS
2021 EXPENSES
204 898 EUROS
Support to Chapters
42%

Management and General
15%

Programmes
37%

Fundraising
6%

2021 INCOME
278 779 EUROS
Corporate
39%

Merchandise
14%

Grants
37%

Campaigns and Events
3%
Unaudited financial statement. Detailed, audited statement available on request.
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WE COULDN'T DO THIS
WITHOUT YOU!

A huge thanks for taking an interest in our work, stay tuned for
more climate action this year!

The POW Europe Team
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